Abstract -IEEE 802.16e standard provides wide coverage and high bandwidth for subscribers in a metropolitan area network. It introduces Multicast and Broadcast Rekeying Algorithm (MBRA) which is a multicasting scheme to communicate with many users concurrently. Although ELAPSE (for Efficient subLinear rekeying Algorithm with Perfect SEcrecy) improves on the deficiencies of MBRA, the algorithm poorly responds to scalability issue. This paper proposes a Scalable Rekeying Algorithm (SRA) based on a complete binary tree structure. SRA is introduced with linear linked list structure in order to make the system more scalable. Evaluation analysis shows that SRA manages to improve the scalability issue in MBRA for Mobile WiMAX.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Networks have become the predominant technology due to their many benefits in comparison with the wired ones. IEEE 802.16 standard [1, 2] is now stabilized and is ready to be adopted for the next generation wireless communications systems (4G). There are different versions of IEEE 802.16 standard, but IEEE 802.16e [3] which forms the base standard for Mobile WiMAX is by far the most popular version even though newer versions are now being formulated.
Multicast and Broadcast Service (MBS) is a mechanism in
Mobile WiMAX to distribute data to Multiple MSs (Mobile Stations) via a Base Station (BS). Before doing MBS, a MS should register and authenticate itself to a BS via Privacy Key management (PKM) Protocol [1] . Afterward, Group Key Encryption Key (GKEK) and Group Traffic Encryption Key (GTEK) are generated. The GTEK is used to encrypt multicast data to all MSs by sending a broadcast message. The GKEK which is encrypted with the Key Encryption Key (KEK) of each MS is used to encapsulate GTEK. The GKEK is then sent as unicast to all MSs via the BS.
In order to deliver and update GTEKs and GKEKs, MBS uses an algorithm called Multicast and Rekeying Algorithm (MBRA) [1] . Although this algorithm works well, it still has several scalability and security problems [4] [5] [6] . Generally, the rekeying algorithms should support backward secrecy which means a new member must not get any access to former messages, as well as forward secrecy which means a leaving member should not be able to read any future messages [7] . Moreover, the algorithm needs to be scalable to a large group of members. The MBRA does not address the scalability issue and also does not support backward and forward secrecy. To solve the aforementioned problems, the authors of [8] proposed a method called Efficient sub-Linear rekeying Algorithm with Perfect SEcrecy (ELAPSE) to cover MBRA deficiencies. This scheme guarantees forward and backward secrecy, but it has a weak scalability handling capability. This paper proposes a new rekeying algorithm to solve the scalability issue of ELAPSE scheme. The proposed scheme uses a complete binary tree data structure [9] which is implemented by means of linear linked list structure [9] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the MBRA and related rekeying algorithms. The proposed scheme is elaborated in Section III. Section IV evaluates our proposal. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Ever since the earliest versions of the IEEE 802.16 standard several articles have been published to describe and criticize the standard [4] [5] [6] [7] . The IEEE 802.16e [3] introduced MBRA as a rekeying algorithm to update group-keys upon member changes. This is a centralized group key management where there is a single manager (BS) that performs rekeying process for the entire group (MSs). The rekeying occurs upon the expiration life time of GTEK and GKEK and also in the case of member joining or leaving a group. In MBRA, rekeying algorithm takes place only once, i.e. when the life time of GKEK and GTEK expires. As mentioned earlier, in order to update GKEK, the BS sends the following unicast message to each MS which is encrypted with KEK; where X→Y shows that X sends a unicast message to Y, and X Y means X encrypted with the key Y.
BS→each MS: GKEK KEK
In MBRA, the number of unicast messages upon rekeying increase linearly with the number of MSs, hence this algorithm is not scalable. Moreover this algorithm does not support forward and backward secrecy, consequently this scheme is vulnerable to such attacks [4, 7] . The authors in [7] presented a detailed overview of MBRA. They identified the lack of 2nd -5th October 2011 | Sutera Harbour Resort, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia 978-1-4577-0390-4/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE forward and backward secrecy as well as scalability issue in MBRA. Researchers in [5] also provided an in-depth analysis on MBRA. Although they proposed a method to solve the forward and backward secrecy and scalability issues of MBRA, but the method still suffer from the security issues and poor scalability. ELAPSE algorithm [8] nevertheless did propose an approach to resolve the scalability issue, as well as the backward and forward secrecy in MBRA. Here, the method is based on the binary tree using a logical key hierarchy structure. ELAPSE divides the MSs into N subgroups, where each subgroup maintains a list of group-keys. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , each member of subgroup 1 stores three groupkeys, i.e. SGKEK 1 , SGKEK 12 and SGKEK 1234 . The SGKEK 1234 acts as the traditional GKEK in MBRA. Fig. 1 shows the binary tree with four subgroups. Figure 1 . Key hierarchy in ELAPSE [8] When the life time of SGKEK 1234 expires, ELAPSE scheme works similar to MBRA. It unicasts a new SGKEK 1234 to all MSs. In the case of new member joining event, in order to update the group-keys, the BS sends a unicast message to the new member and all existing MSs in the subgroup that the new member wants to join. The unicast message is encrypted by KEK of each MS, e.g. if a new MS is added to subgroup 1, the BS will unicast the following message so as to update the group-keys, where SS SG1 means all MSs in subgroup 1 . Moreover, in order to update the group-keys in the other subgroups upon member joining or leaving a group, the BS has to send some broadcast messages as well. More information on broadcast messages can be found in [8] .
BS→MS and SS
It is worth noting that, ELAPSE scheme answers to the scalability issue better than MBRA because subgroups are smaller and hence fewer unicast messages need to be sent. However, the main problem with ELAPSE scheme is that it needs the implementer to define a fixed number of subgroups beforehand. Hence, this has caused poor scalability since if the number of MSs increases in a subgroup, the number of unicast messages to update the group-keys upon rekeying will also increases accordingly. This paper is focused on how to decrease the number of unicast messages and improve scalability.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In the proposed scheme, a complete binary tree which is implemented using a linear linked list structure for improving the scalability of ELAPSE scheme [8] is presented. As mentioned earlier, ELAPSE scheme uses a fixed number of subgroups which means the tree has a constant depth (Fig. 1) . Hence, upon rekeying algorithm, this scheme not only results in poor scalability, but also it consumes more bandwidth due to the high number of unicast messages.
The proposed scheme applies the linear linked list structure to make a complete binary tree, which results in a novel scalable key management called Scalable Rekeying Algorithm (SRA). The proposed scheme generates the number of subgroups dynamically based on the number of existing MSs. The linear linked list node is shown in Fig. 2 , where NO indicates the number of current MSs in the particular subgroup; "Group-key" is the groupkey for that subgroup; L1 and L2 are pointers to the subgroup members and the next subgroup respectively. The authors of [10] found O(log(n,2)) as an optimal value for dividing the group into subgroups with O(log n) members each, where n is the number of MSs in the BS coverage area. In the proposed SRA, [O(log(n,2))] is used to subgroup the MSs. Here, the algorithm can increase or decrease the number of subgroups dynamically based on the existing MSs. For instance, if 70 MSs exist in the cell, it is needed to have six subgroups based on [O(log(70,2))].
As mentioned before, the rekeying process occurs upon three different events: 1) the expiration of the life time of GTEK or GKEK 2) on member joining 3) on member leaving. In the case of first event, SRA and ELAPSE schemes evoke the same procedure. In member joining or leaving event, since O(log(n,2)) is used to identify the number of subgroups, hence at some particular time, it is needed to add or delete one subgroup in order to increase or decrease the number of subgroups.
In complete binary tree, if a node is at an index i, the left child is at index 2i, while the right child is at index 2i+1. Also, their parent is at index [i/2]. The SRA scheme which is elaborated next utilizes these binary tree properties to control and manage subgroups. At the first step, it is assumed that there is one subgroup, which means a linear linked list with one node. The complete binary tree corresponding to the linear linked list is drawn in the following steps. Fig. 3 shows one subgroup where SG is an abbreviation for "SubGroup". SubGroup KEK (SGKEK) acts as the GKEK in MBRA. It should be noted that the BS fills in the subgroups concurrently to make a good balance among them. log(3,2) )]=2" a new subgroup should be added. Hence, one subgroup split into two subgroups, and then the MSs divide into two different sets. Next, these two sets insert into two new subgroups, separately. In this way, two new subgroups -subgroup 1 and subgroup 2 are at index 2 and 3, where their parent is at index 1. Fig. 4 shows two subgroups, where each of them has 1 and 2 members respectively which are shown in NO fields. ,2) )], another subgroup should be added. In order to satisfy the requirements of complete binary tree, the new node inserts into the left node of the tree. In fact, children of the left node of the tree are considered as two new subgroups. After creating these two new subgroups (SG11, SG12), the MSs of SG1 divide to two sets and then assign to these two new subgroups where they are children of the left node as shown in The BS sends two following unicast messages in order to update the group-keys upon adding a new subgroup. These messages are sent as unicast to both subgroup 11 and subgroup 12 . Assuming that a new MS is added to subgroup 11 , hence new group-keys is unicast to it via the first message as follows. All group-keys in these two messages are new group-keys. The MSs join these three subgroups until the number of MSs is equal to or less than 11. If they exceed 11 (n>11), another subgroup should be added. Hence, subgroup 2 splits into two new subgroups called subgroup 21 and Subgrop 22 , and then the MSs of subgroup 2 divide into two parts and insert into these two new subgroups (Fig. 6) . The number of MSs in each subgroup is shown at the NO field when the 12 th MS enter into the BS's cell. ,2) )], the number of subgroups needs to be reduced. In this way, if the number of MSs gets less than 12, two subgroups (subgroup 21 , subgroup 22 ) merge together and make one subgroup -subgroup 2b , where all MSs in subgroups 21 and subgroups 22 insert into subgroup 2b . Fig. 7 depicts the binary tree when the number of MSs stands at 11. The BS sends the following unicast message which consists of three new group-keys to all MSs in subgroup 2b in order to do rekeying. [3] and ELAPSE [8] schemes. In the case of member joining, MBRA sends n+1 unicast messages to all existing members plus new member, while upon a member leaving it sends n-1 unicast messages (a member leaves the BS).
BS→SS

BS SS
As mentioned earlier, ELAPSE scheme has a fixed number of subgroups, hence; it is not scalable when the membership changes dynamically. Assuming that there are four subgroups (Fig. 1) , and the number of MSs in the BS's cell is 400 which means 100 MSs in each subgroup. Upon member joining or leaving, the BS needs to send around 100 unicast messages to update the group-keys in that subgroup the MS is joined or left (101 unicast messages on join event, and 99 unicast messages on leave event). Hence, the number of unicast messages increase rapidly as the number of MSs grows. In ELAPSE scheme the average number of unicast messages is given by (n/N) where the exact value in member joining is (n/N)+1 and upon member leaving is (n/N)-1 as shown in Table I .
In the proposed SRA scheme, the number of MSs in each subgroup is measured by n/log(n,2). Hence, upon member joining or leaving, the number of unicast messages is given by n/log(n,2), where log(n,2) gives the number of subgroups. Table I summarizes the comparison among MBRA, ELAPSE and SRA schemes, where ELAPSE4 has four subgroups, while ELAPSE8 has eight subgroups. The x-axis in Fig. 9 shows the number of MSs, varying from 1 to 1000, while y-axis depicts the number of unicast messages varying from 1 to 250. In proposed SRA scheme, the number of unicast messages is less than ELAPSE, especially when the number of MSs is high. Here, it is shown that SRA scheme has a strong response to the scalability issue and suppresses the number of unicast messages. Fig. 10 .a, the number of MSs varies from 1 to 500, while in the Fig. 10 .b and 10.c; they change from 300 to 500 and 800 to 1000, respectively. The x-axis, which illustrates the number of MSs varies from 1 to 1000. As shown in Fig. 10 .c, the difference between the number of unicast messages under the same number of MSs between SRA and ELAPSE schemes is more than that shown in Fig. 10 .b, e.g. when there are 1000 MSs (Fig. 10.c) , the difference between the number of unicast message in SRA and ELAPSE8 schemes is around 30, but when there are 500 MSs (Fig. 10.b) , this value is around 10 unicast messages. These graphs show the proposed SRA can still produced good performance with increasing the number of MSs, and this is very useful when there are many MSs in the cell.
In Fig. 11 , the different rekeying schemes: MBRA, ELAPSE and SRA schemes are shown against the number of transmitted-unicast messages under different number of MSs. The brown bar which is identified with number 1 in Fig. 11 , illustrates the number of unicast messages where there are 1000 MSs in the BS cell; the green bar (number 2) at 800 MSs, the red bar (number 3) at 500 MS and the blue bar (number 4) at 300 MSs. As shown in the Figure, SRA scheme always sends fewer unicast messages in all the cases, especially when there is a high number of MSs in the BS cell. In this paper, we studied the MBRA rekeying algorithm of the IEEE 802.16e, and analyzed the latest modification schemes that were proposed over the standard. The standard and last improvement scheme that was proposed (i.e. ELAPSE) suffers from the lack of high scalability. To solve the problem, this paper presented a novel rekeying algorithm based on the complete binary tree which is implemented by linear linked list structure. The proposed SRA scheme dynamically creates the subgroups based on the existing MSs and hence makes a good balance between the number of MSs in each subgroup and the number of subgroups. The outcome of the proposed scheme is the reduction in the number of unicast messages upon rekeying process. The analysis done confirms a high scalability property of the system under our rekeying algorithm.
